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Sport utility vehicles (SUVs) are becoming increasingly popular by assuming the role of passenger cars in urban transport. Many characteristics of the SUV are unsuited to the urban transport task and have higher environmental costs than passenger cars. Marketing of SUVs has focused on their off-road use and relationship with the great outdoors. This article examines some the factors behind this anomalous relationship with the environment by describing and interpreting the manner in which nature is represented in SUV marketing.
"Have You Driven a Tanker Lately?"
In the running dispute between the automobile manufacturers and conservationists over the sport utility vehicle (SUV), the Ford Motor Company's newest entrant to the market, the Ford Excursion, has generated much publicity. Weighing in at more than 3 tons and at 19 feet in length, the Excursion is the size of small bus and is billed as the "world's largest SUV." Equipped with either a 5.4 liter V8, 6.8 liter V10, or 7.3 liter diesel engine (Ford Motor Company, www.fordvehicles.com/excursion/about.html), the Expedition has been derided by conservation groups for its high fuel consumption: 12 mpg (Environment Protection Agency [EPA], 1999) . Dubbed the "Ford Valdez: Have you driven a tanker lately?" by the Sierra Club (1999) , the Excursion's controversy has undoubtedly blunted Ford's current publicity campaign featuring the company's concern for the environment.
Although the origins of the SUV lie in the off-road vehicle and the light truck, the contemporary SUV has become a high-powered luxury vehicle primarily used for urban passenger transport tasks on paved roads. Engine size has increased to ensure greater performance, and interior fittings have improved to reach the standards of cars. Luxury car manufacturers Cadillac, Mercedes-Benz, and Lexus now market SUV models. Correspondingly, the marketing of SUVs has featured engine power, passenger comfort and safety, towing ability, and off-road capability, with the vehicles typically depicted in a natural setting. Pickups have also gone through a similar transition: With added horsepower and comfort, these once largely commercial vehicles are now a popular substitute for the passenger car.
SUVs and pickups are increasingly replacing passenger cars for personal transport. There are now some 65 million vehicles classified as "light trucks" on U.S. roads, a category that includes SUVs, pickups, and minivans (Department of Transportation [DOT], 1998) . Nearly one of every two vehicles now sold to families in the United States is a light truck (DOT, 1998) .
As a consequence of a peculiarity of the national regulations governing vehicle fuel efficiency (the Corporate Average Fuel Economy [CAFE] standards), light trucks are subject to fewer restrictions than passenger cars, and light truck fuel efficiency is correspondingly low (see EPA, 1999) . Light trucks are also permitted higher emission levels than cars. Rising annual U.S. greenhouse gas emissions from the national vehicle fleet partially reflect the contribution made from these lower fuel-efficient vehicles, as they depress national automotive fuel efficiency levels (DOT, 1998) .
Current global efforts to lower greenhouse gas emissions in an attempt to reduce the magnitude and rate of anthropogenically caused global climate warming mark the increasing prevalence of polluting vehicles as a issue of social concern. Global climate change is an issue that has been subject to public attention, corporate interest, nongovernmental organization (NGO) concern, governmental action, and international initiative. There is a direct relationship between the condition of the global environment and the pattern of use of vehicle operation (and further between the immediate environment and off-road vehicle operation through habitat disturbance). Despite the abundance of information linking greenhouse gas emissions to vehicle use, the sales of low fuel-efficient SUVs continue to climb as do the financial returns to vehicle manufacturers (Naughton, 1998) .
Loving a Product-Fleetingly
Far from being another artifact of modernity or "a mere means of transport, automobiles crystallize life plans and world images, needs and hopes, which in turn stamp technical contrivance with a cultural meaning" (Sachs, 1992, pp. 91-92) . Central to such social themes is the sense of individual freedom that car mobility offers.
In the modern era, the rise of such individualism is concomitant with technological development over the past two centuries and a transition from traditional conceptions of life (cf. Berger, Berger, & Kellner, 1974) . Modern life has a reality "in which the individual is preeminently and completely grounded in his or her own right, and all ties to society and to nature are subordinate to one's own private decisions" (Sachs, 1992, p. 100) .
With the rise of the automobile, the urban dweller was freed of the obligation to use the shared carriage and the railway, and mass transit gave way to individual motorized transport. That greater freedom is achieved through driving becomes an irony in Sachs's (1992) hands, for the "independence machines" are totally dependent on the complexities of the transport system, making automobile drivers passengers once again, albeit "self-propelled."
Commodities are less and less "objects" in the contemporary era and increasingly more an assemblage of objective and implied characteristics (Leiss, 1976) . Marketers strive to generate messages that constitute those symbolic or cultural aspects of commodities. As Vance Packard (1962) described in The Hidden Persuaders, market research seeks to identify the subconscious motivations behind consumer preference. Larson (1992) considers that the consumption of products and their advertising stems from "a need for or a celebration of the self and one's reference groups" (p. 154). It follows that "a major function of contemporary advertising is to offer consumers an opportunity to embrace and/or celebrate a preferred self-identity through the purchase of goods and services" (p. 167).
Automobile advertising in the 1920s shifted from technical descriptions of vehicles to the symbolic, when they "promised style, status, or escape to exotic 'real life' far from the reader's ordinary experience. The earlier ads assumed a knowledgeable, rational audience; the latter ones offered therapeutic fulfillment for nonrational longings" (Lears, 1983 , cited in Larson, 1992 .
Novelty itself cannot be fulfilling, for in a commodityintensive modern culture, especially for advertising purposes, potential consumers must be "incomplete" and unsatisfied by their existing possessions. Mass consumption of motor vehicles does not depend on increasing population alone but also on a cycle of product replacement. Marketing must promise and excite, offering "invitations to self-improvement," and simultaneously suggest that existing life is partially unsatisfying and unfulfilled.
Civilized Man Seeks Unpaved Woman for Recreation
Curiosity over the SUV phenomenon is justified: How do we explain the popularity of a vehicle designed for purposes and terrain it is unlikely to encounter in urban use, has comparatively high costs of operation, and is a technology plainly at variance with contemporary environmental sensitivity? In a marketing sense, the "lifestyle" offered by the SUV seems to contrast with the strictures and conformity of urban life.
Automobiles are an item of mass consumption and as such are part of a "live communication system" (Douglas & Isherwood, 1996, p. xiv) , conveying social messages of the owner's self-image and place in society. Car ownership often "has a narcissistic character" (Sachs, 1992, p. 146) , and in a culture where "what one has is what one is worth," possession is aligned with self-satisfaction.
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Marketing's quest to maintain the appeal of the automobile's association with freedom must contend with a world where urban roads grow more congested and vehicle operation more homogenized, prescribed, managed, and stressful. Further is the challenge that Sachs (1992) articulates: "Universal mobility takes the magic out of distance" (p. 109).
Increasingly, advertisers' messages take symbolic form, with careful alignment of pictorial and textual message. Consider these selected SUV and pickup model names: Blazer, Cherokee, Durango, Explorer, Expedition, Land Cruiser, Mountaineer, Navigator, Passport, Ranger, Silverado, Tahoe, Tracker, and Venture. If vehicle names were to reflect actual circumstances of use, then we could expect such models as the Mercury Metropolis, Ford Freeway, or the Dodge Drive-In Bank. A common theme to SUV model names is the Western frontier, those most mythologized and culturally laden of times and places.
Marketers seek to evoke a pseudo-nostalgia for that popular culture version of Western history, suggesting that travel was an adventure, frontiers beckoned, and survival depended on self-reliance, character, and fortitude. It is a masculine image, full of outdoor action and individualized challenge. Nature threatened those who were ill prepared and without the necessary tools and equipment in this conception of the "Wild West." Employing such images perpetuates and reinforces this social construction of nature. "Frontier nature" is to be explored and navigated, ranged and blazed across, and subjected to venturing and expeditions.
Environmentalists do not share this vision of nature. Indeed, the "frontier mentality" is held by some as inimical or metaphorical of environmental destruction and waste (e.g., Boulding, 1973) . Certainly, those 18th-and 19th-century visions that found nature nurturing, inspiring, self-reliant, instructional, precious, vulnerable, communal, spiritual, eternal, or inviolate appear excluded from popular culture's frontier nature.
Defining frontier nature in this manner is part of the symbolic embellishment of the SUV by its marketers.
We have seen how the SUV (and many pickups) have left their utilitarian roots as commercial vehicles and been modified and packaged to become machines for pleasure, enabling "consumption" of the great outdoors through recreation. Leisure (as travel and recreation) through the SUV car culture is an older notion presented in a new guise-namely, that of compensation for the working life, wherein leisure makes up for missing individual satisfaction and identity. Selling the SUV has advertisers stressing not the earlier vision of the frontier, with its "manifest destiny," land for appropriation, and quick fortunes, but a new creation-the landscape of recreation. Contemporary frontier nature is thus portrayed for its excitement, entertainment, pleasure, safe challenge, diversity, and its nonurbanity. Green's (1996) perceptive analysis of the pastoral in advertising examined, among other subjects, several SUV advertisements from 1992 and later. Stemming from both classical and biblical roots, the pastoral is held as "one of culture's shaping myths" (Green, 1996, p. 30) . Being that ideal world from which humanity fell, the pastoral myth centers on "a harmony and oneness between the natural and the human" (p. 30) in which nature is the ideal.
Reaching Arcadia and Shifting to Low
Manifested in the American frontier, the pastoral ideal appealed to European colonists as both "a bounty for the taking" and the ground for a fresh civilization "free of the sins of European society" (Green, 1996, p. 30 ). Green describes the cultural importance of the "escape to the wilderness, to the rural and remote" (p. 30). Out of this condition is the "quest for the simple life," which has "remained a powerful yearning, infusing life and art, politics and popular culture" (p. 31).
One of advertising's great parables, Green (1996) explains, is that of "civilization redeemed," in which the ills of modern life can be overcome through recourse to the past. Of course, "the cure for modernity's ills lay not in a return to the past, but in a further application of modernity in the guise of the products the ads touted" (p. 31). Green (1996) finds evocation of the pastoral in several SUV advertisements. In response to television advertisements for the Isuzu Trooper, he notes that the drivers are "almost always men, fleeing the restraints of modern life into the wilds of nature" (p. 35), and 362 BULLETIN OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & SOCIETY / October 2000 such escape is "particularly aggressive." Such "escape impulse" is to reclaim childhood freedom, he argues, where "one guiltlessly played in mud puddles" (p. 35).
A Toyota 4Runner print advertisement analyzed by Green (1996) extols returning to the wilderness as an escape from civilization. Yet in this escape, modern technology is triumphant: The 4Runner (Green, 1996, p. 33 ) makes paradise accessible and momentarily habitable. Such an appeal can evoke pastoral nature even when depicted indirectly, as when "the pastoral 'natural' world here is embodied in the product itself, thus completing the total appropriation of nature by technologically based culture" (p. 35). Describing the interior of an automobile as a refuge from the travails of modern life exemplifies for Green the depiction of a sanctuary or retreat that imitates "beneficent nature." Green's (1996) perceptive analysis of postmodernist approaches to myth and advertising may misrepresent aspects of SUV advertising in suggesting that contemporary marketing focuses on access or enjoyment of the pastoral. First, there is often an absence of harmony between SUV use and nature in SUV advertising. Nature is often depicted not in Arcadian images but as threatening or challenging. Second, much SUV advertising concerns the use or exploitation of nature. Although Green interprets attitudes toward the frontier as a monolithic regard for the pastoral, in practice, many attitudes and activities conflicted with the notion of Arcadia (e.g., Worster, 1985) . Arguably, it was those exploitative aspirations that most shaped frontier ecology and land use. Third, it may be that the cultural regard of the pastoral has been in itself transformed by advertising and other cultural elements (cf. Marx, 1964) , so that nature is no longer the ideal unless "perfected" or rendered useful by cultural intervention. These concepts are explored in examples in contemporary print advertising drawn from late 1998 to mid-1999.
Cannons, Canyons, Catharsis, and Comfort
Set against a backdrop of distant mountains, the Subaru Outback faces the viewer across unpaved ground. Running across a blue sky, the caption reads, "The road ahead is merely a suggestion." Nature here is superficial, that unpaved portion of the environment awaiting traverse by an SUV. Details on the Subaru's technical attributes are described in the accompanying text, attesting to its ability to respond to the challenges of the off-road as well as the road. Another advertisement in the same Subaru series depicts the vehicle driving in what appears to be a shallow stream, whereby aquatic environments offer a further extension to the road network.
Many SUV advertisements encourage a similarly broad interpretation of the driving surface. Under the large print of "Enough of the asphalt already," praise of the Isuzu Amigo concludes, "Because at Isuzu, we don't think nature should give in to cars with low clearance or low thresholds for pain." Copy for the Dodge Durango states, "With its comforts, conveniences, and brute force capabilities, Durango takes the sport utility to a place it's simply never been." Potential Jeep Cherokee Sport drivers are assured that "for starters, Cherokee Sport comes with a Power Tech I-6 engine capable of getting up some pretty rugged mountains," an ability aided by "a Quadra-Link front suspension to carry you over roots, rocks, and roads confidently." Drivers are led to believe that the essential difference between the world of paved roads and the great outdoors is that of traction and clearance.
Advertisements for the Lincoln Navigator in the current campaign seek to emphasize the dichotomy of its suburban and off-road capabilities in playful ways. One example depicts a front view of the vehicle that fills the frame, shot from a low angle that emphasizes the bulk of the vehicle against a yellow sky. In the upper left-hand corner, the caption "Kick derrière" captures the theme of urban sophistication and outdoor abandon.
"Driving pleasure" is attainable through teaching recalcitrant nature a lesson, exhibiting a dominance that presumably only owners of the Navigator can experience. Responding to the natural world in such a way offers a cathartic release for the urbanite, without violating access to its pleasures. Another slogan in the Navigator series is "Damn the tuxedos, full speed ahead." Here, the manufacturers invest ownership with full machismo available to the vehicular warrior in the conflict with "armed and dangerous" nature.
Militaristic attitudes to nature abound in the advertising for SUVs, although few are as literal as those of the Lexus RX300 campaign are. In this example, the advertisers employ a classic visual device in contrasting the product against an abnormal or surreal setting. Depicted is a leafy middle-class suburban street looking along the narrow front yards of several archetypal suburban houses. Sitting in each driveway are identical army tanks, their barrels facing the street. Centered in Glover / THE NATURE OF SELLING SUVS 363 the photograph, in the second driveway, in an otherwise heavily filtered light, is a pale-colored Lexus SUV.
Making the SUV and the tank as off-road equivalents is the source of the visual joke while affording the copywriters the opportunity to extol the Lexus's comparatively luxurious levels of comfort: "As rugged as any other SUV on the block. It just rides a whole lot smoother." Presumably, those potential Lexus owners are expected to have few qualms about the visual linkage of death and destruction of nature (not to mention human life) to Lexus ownership. Readers are assured that the Lexus's operation is a safe and comfortable activity: Dealing out destruction appears to entail no greater hardship than driving to the mall or golf course.
One step further is possible, nevertheless, in the quest for military conquest over nature by off-road vehicles. One can simply purchase a military vehicle sold for civilian use: the Hummer. Current advertisements for this product compete against those of SUVs in the glossy magazine media, although doubtless the Hummer owners are possessed of unusual requirements for ownership. A closely cropped front view of the Hummer in monochromatic brown, seen from a low angle, looms darkly over large rocks. Captioned "Never bring a knife to a gunfight," the combative character of the response to nature is complete. Premeditated and deliberate aggression, violence, and the deployment of weaponry against nature are endorsed by the manufacturer.
Another current Hummer advertisement shows a white vehicle sitting camouflaged, axle deep, in a field of snow. No forms of vegetation or wildlife are in view, as with the image in the aforementioned example. Images of passport stamps are depicted in the lower right and left of the page; on one, the word Canada can be made out. At least the advertiser has the good taste to nominate a neighboring nation where such vehicles have not been engaged in military action. Across the top of the page: "Designed to navigate 22'' vertical rock ledges, 40% side slopes and the coming ice age." Nature has become an assault course, its geomorphology reduced to measured contours and gradients of technological challenge. Adding insult to assault, the Hummer manufacturers are in apparent denial of the crisis of climate change, namely, global warming.
Equating the interior of the SUV to a refuge is a common theme. But here the refuge seems less related to any pastoral ideal and something closer to a consumerist ideal of ease, comfort, and isolation from the "outside": a denial of immediate environments, whether urban or natural. Comfort is about escaping the outside weather, noise, and potential harm on "leather-trimmed seats," with power windows and locks and air conditioning. Direct depiction of the SUV interior appears uncommon in the SUV advertisements of this period; describing the vehicles' "conveniences" is typically done in text.
Conclusion
Advertisements do not tell us who we are or why we make the choices we do. But they do examine material consumption and imbue the decisions surrounding the consumptive act with a range of symbols and signs designed to influence decisions with economic consequences. Explaining the success of the SUV phenomenon is unrelated to changes in the urban transport task but appears rooted in mass consumption marketing and infusing a product with symbolic associations that resonate deeply with the modern urban dweller. In marketing the SUV, we, the potential consumers, are given images suggestive of how such vehicles may be used, the pleasures entailed in their use, of what their use informs ourselves and others, and how we might consider nature. Through deconstruction, we can see how the celebration of individuality, the mythologizing of the frontier, the manipulation of the symbolic, and the representation of nature fit together in the marketing of the SUV.
Nature often looks splendid as a distant backdrop to these images of SUVs: Skies are clear and blue, sunsets golden, mountains snow capped and verdant, and night skies starry. Accentuating positive attributes is virtually a characteristic of advertising, so presenting an idealized nature is not unexpected. Indeed, what marketer would realistically depict a world transformed by a product that pollutes the air unnecessarily, decimates wildlife habitats, disturbs rivers and topsoil by vehicle crossings, and contributes to changing the global climate system?
